400 Watt Fog Machine
User Manual

READ AND SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.

CAUTION - Risk of burn, fire or electrical shock. For indoor use only. Please read instruction manual before using.

I. Technical Specifications
Item Code: 5724001
Model: FM-400
Rating Voltage: 120V~, 60Hz
Rating Current: 3.5 A
Power: 400W
Fuse: F5A, 125V
Preheat Time: 5 Minutes
Fog Output: 2,000 CFM
Tank Capacity: 1.0 Liter
Ambient Temperature: -10 - 45C
DimensionS: L342XW185XH190MM

PLEASE OBSERVE THE FOLLOWING INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE OPERATING THIS MACHINE:

II. Precautions

1. To reduce the risk of fire, electric shock, or injury, place the product and connect the cord so that the product will not fall or overturn.
2. To reduce the potential risk of electric shock, do not overfill the liquid.
3. To reduce the potential risk of electric shock, disconnect the power supply cord before cleaning the product or to remove the heating element portion of the product.
4. Indoor use only, prevent the machine from the moisture and rain.
5. Do not obstruct the nozzle.
6. Never aim the nozzle directly at people.
7. Be sure leaving enough space for good ventilation, keep cool and away from other objects.
8. Keep away from children.
9. Keep away from flames, flammable and explosive substances to avoid fire or explosions.
10. Do not spray on anybody.
11. Never use the machine when the liquid has flown over.
12. Pour the fog liquid carefully to avoid the liquid overflow resulting in electrical shock.
13. Never pour flammable liquids such as gas, perfume etc. into the fog machine.
14. Switch off the machine if you are not going to use it.
15. Only an electrician can exchange the power cord.
16. Any other question please contact your store where you purchased the machine.
17. No user serviceable parts inside, please refer to your vendor.
III. Operation Directions

1. Remove all the packing before use. Please contact the store, if you find any broken or missing parts.
2. Place the machine horizontally and put the fog liquid in the bottle towards the back of the fog machine.
3. Connect the machine with proper power supply (120VAC).
4. Wait till the indicator on the remote comes on, before pressing the button for fog.
5. It is normal for your fogger to have a recycling period after long bursts, at this point the unit will shut itself down for a short period in order to heat up. During this time no fog can be produced. The red light on the back of the unit will illuminate when the unit is ready for action again.
6. You should turn off the machine before refilling the fog machine.

IV. Normal Exceptions and Maintenance

1. Using FOG LIQUID from SEASONAL VISIONS INTERNATIONAL will ensure the best results
2. Please use the CLEAN MACHINE liquid from SEASONAL VISIONS INTERNATIONAL to clean the fog machine.
3. Empty the tank, and then pour CLEAN MACHINE liquid instead of fog juice in the bottle and run the liquid through as if you were making fog.
4. Unplug the power if fog machine will not be used for long periods of time.

Congratulations on the purchase of your new fog machine.